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Dear Cliffs Associate:
To promote awareness and understanding of our company, 
strategy and vision, Cleveland-Cliffs has established brand 
identity standards.

“Cliffs” is the name the Company is most commonly 
known by conversationally. The use of the Cliffs name 
goes back to the 1891 merger of The Cleveland Iron 
Mining Company and The Iron Cliffs Company. Just as our 
predecessors adapted to changing business conditions, 
so do we today.

The Cliffs wordmark is set in a clean, modern sans serif 
typeface. The blue and green colors suggest the image  
of a cliff and a reflection in water. The symbols also 
represent the Company’s core mining business, which 
operates both above ground and below, while serving 
as a reminder of Cliffs’ long-standing commitment to 
sustainable development. 

The Cliffs brand honors the heritage of an over 170-year-
old company that is the largest flat-rolled steel company 
and the largest iron ore pellet producer in North America.
It gives us a memorable name and brand that is our 
standard across the world.

Communicating the brand is a job for all of us. It is 
important that we present the Company and its identity 
in a positive and consistent manner. To this end, we have 
developed these Brand Identity Standards for proper use 
of the name and logo. By following the instructions in this 
guide, you will be doing your part to help us maintain and 
strengthen the Cliffs brand and business.

These guidelines and standards are available on 
OneCliffs.com. The standards in this manual may not 
anticipate every possible usage. Please contact Corporate 
Communications in Cleveland if you have questions or 
need guidance.

Lourenco Goncalves 
Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer

INTRODUCTION
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The purpose of corporate identity standards is to define the 
details of the Company’s identity and present a strong and 
consistent brand to all who come in contact with Cleveland-
Cliffs. Projecting a strong and consistent identity is 
important to the success of Cleveland-Cliffs. 

This guide provides comprehensive standards for the use 
of our identity in various print and digital media. This guide 
should be carefully reviewed prior to the development of 
any communications materials to ensure consistency. It is 
important that the standards shown throughout this guide be 
followed exactly as shown and the logos always reproduced 
in a professional manner. Any deviations not included in 
this guide must be approved in advance by Corporate 
Communications.

Your attention and implementation of the standards  
contained in this manual will help to realize our  
objectives and firmly position Cleveland-Cliffs.

These guidelines represent the foundation of the 
Cleveland-Cliffs brand identity system. They are intended to 
provide you with the guidelines to begin using the identity 
properly. If you ever have questions, contact the following 
members of Cliffs Corporate Communications department.

PAT PERSICO  
Director, Corporate Communications 
P 216.694.5316   
patricia.persico@clevelandcliffs.com

CHRISTINE A. TUROWSKI 
Manager, Corporate Communications 
P 216.694.4052   
christine.turowski@clevelandcliffs.com

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
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5. POLICY

 5.1. All marketing communications must meet design 
and copy standards established for the brand and Cliffs’ 
visual identity. Corporate Communications has primary 
responsibility for oversight, guidance and approval of all print 
and online communications, signage, banners and any other 
type of promotional material. 

 5.2. Corporate Communications also provides marketing 
counsel and related editorial, photographic and graphic 
design services for the creation of any promotional material 
and its approval. 

 5.3. All marketing communications are to be produced in 
accordance with established corporate identity standards to 
maintain a consistent public image that reinforces the brand 
attributes and core values of the Company. 

 5.4. Business segments and units are responsible for using 
approved branding templates and/or design guidelines, 
coordinating and gaining approval for all newly created 
promotional materials. Any requirement for a new promotional 
item should be reviewed by Corporate Communications for 
brand consistency.

1. UNITS AFFECTED

1.1. Cleveland-Cliffs Inc.. (“Cliffs”), its consolidated 
subsidiaries and associated companies including partnership 
mines (collectively, the “Company”).

2. SCOPE

2.1. This Marketing and Communications Policy (“the 
Policy”) applies to the development and distribution of any 
and all marketing communications materials for internal or 
external use. Marketing communication promotion materials 
are broadly defined as any advertisement, recruitment 
advertisement, literature, internal bulletins, newsletters 
or other printed/online publication intended as an official 
communication of the Company. This also includes electronic 
media such as intranets, websites and/or social media.

3. PURPOSE

3.1. The purpose of this Policy is to provide certainty that the 
Cliffs brand and visual identity are promoted consistently and 
communicated effectively with all Company stakeholders 
including employees and external audiences. This Policy 
is an important aspect of Cliffs’ continual efforts to build 
a recognizable and meaningful global corporate brand. It 
provides standards for the approval process of developing 
promotional materials and official communications. These 
standards are intended to strengthen Cliffs’ corporate image 
and build awareness of the Company and the brand.

4. INTERNAL ORGANIZATION

4.1. The production and/or oversight of internal 
communications and marketing communications is the 
responsibility of Corporate Communications. To assist all 
Company operations and regional offices in this process, 
Corporate Communications provides corporate identity 
guidelines and creative support services. The objective of 
these services is to maintain high quality in all corporate 
collateral material that is produced and consistency in all that 
we communicate, as a single Cleveland-Cliffs (i.e., OneCliffs).

MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS POLICY
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6. STANDARDS

6.1. Corporate Communications department staff shall have 
oversight and final approval for all Company promotional 
materials. Any Cliffs employee requiring creation of new 
promotional material should engage a member of the 
Corporate Communications department staff at the 
beginning of any project.

6.1.1. Advertisements – Corporate advertising programs and 
designs shall originate in the Corporate Communications 
department.

6.1.2. Literature including brochures/collateral materials and 
newsletters – Design will be originated by the Corporate 
Communications department. Corporate staff will provide 
guidance on newsletter style to local producers/editors.

6.1.3. Logos – The Cliffs corporate logo is the key visual 
identity for the Company. To maintain brand integrity, the 
Company does not sanction creation of logos to identify 
groups or campaigns. The creation of any logo must be 
approved by Corporate Communications.

6.1.4. Internal Announcements will follow the established 
process for all widely distributed internal communications 
(i.e., any communication going to an All Salaried Employee 
e-mail distribution or proposed to be distributed via hardcopy 
to employeesí home addresses). Communications are 
combined into an established and standardized “E-bulletin” 
going out to all salaried employees on a regular weekly 
basis. E-bulletin announcements will also be posted on the 
OneCliffs.com homepage.

MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS POLICY

6.1.4.1. Local Internal Announcements should follow the 
standards established at the corporate level for their site specific 
communications. This includes using the standardized branded 
template for local communications.

6.1.5. Stationery will continue to follow the established branding 
guidelines described in this guide.

6.1.6. Presentations will utilize the Cliffs PowerPoint template 
(available on OneCliffs.com).

6.1.7. Electronic and Social Media – Creation of micro-websites, 
blogs, social media pages or posting video/photos on the 
internet with the intent of representing Cliffs must be approved by 
Corporate Communications.

6.1.8. Promotional Giveaways must follow established visual 
identity guidelines. In addition, Cliffs maintains a branded 
merchandise store on the intranet for employees purchasing 
convenience. When possible, promotional giveaways should be 
sourced through this venue.

6.1.9. Tag Lines or Mission Statements – Any tag lines or mission 
statements must be approved by Corporate Communications and 
Investor Relations. Cliffs subsidiaries, business units, groups or 
departments must not create tag lines.
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EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS POLICY

Our Company is committed to providing transparent 
and respectful communications to the public and 
our stakeholders. Our external communications 
must be accurate and consistent. For this reason, 
communicating with the media, analysts, and investors 
is the sole responsibility of designated Company 
spokespersons. Unless your designated responsibilities 
include external communications, you must refrain from 
making any statements or providing any responses to 
outside inquiries. Please direct any such inquiries or any 
questions regarding external communications to the 
Corporate Communications Department.

Media
Our need to provide consistent and completely accurate 
information is particularly important when dealing with 
media inquiries. If you are approached by a reporter 
or other media representative, be cordial but defer any 
questions or requests for information to our Corporate 
Communications Department and then contact that 
department to provide any background and information 
about your interactions with the media representative.

Investor Relations
Likewise, if you are contacted by an investor, a potential 
investor, or a securities analyst with questions or 
inquiries about our Company or any of our operations, 
be polite but defer any questions or requests for 
information to our Investor Relations Department 
and then contact that department to provide any 
background and information about your interactions 
with the investor or analyst.

Social Media
Social media can be a powerful and creative tool for 
building teamwork and providing open communication, 
as long as we use it responsibly. Any time we use any 
social media, we should do so with our Core Values of 
respect and integrity in mind. All official Company social 
media postings must be made only by designated 
Company spokespersons. Those of us who do not have 
this role should not post to social media as if we are 
speaking on behalf of the Company.

We must never use social media irresponsibly, and we 
should always maintain a respectful and professional 
demeanor in any forum we find ourselves. We should 
never speak on behalf of our Company as an agent 
or representative. Should you encounter negative 
messages or requests for official Company participation 
in any social media, refer these issues directly to the 
Legal Department. 

Additionally, under no circumstances will we use social 
media to distribute confidential or proprietary Company 
information. We should also never allow our use of 
social media to conflict with our responsibilities for our 
Company, or our ability to complete our regular work 
duties.



CORPORATE LOGO  
STANDARDS

Logo Structure
Logo Color 
Color Palette
Incorrect Logo Use
Typography
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The corporate logo consists of two integrated elements – the 
symbol and the wordmark, “Cliffs.” Both elements have been 
designed to work as one to maintain and build a strong 
identity; both elements must always appear together as 
shown. Any deviations not included in this guide must be  
approved in advance by Corporate Communications of 
Cleveland-Cliffs.

Use only the approved electronic artwork. Never alter,  
add to or redraw the corporate logo in any way.

CORPORATE LOGO STRUCTURE

Symbol Wordmark

Clear Space and Minimum Size 
To ensure the prominence and legibility of the Cliffs corporate 
logo, always surround the logo with a field of clear space. 
This clear space isolates the logo from other graphic  
elements such as text, photography and background  
patterns that may divert attention from the logo. 

The Cliffs corporate logo can be used in a wide variety of 
sizes, but when it is sized too small, legibility is reduced and 
the brand impact becomes lost. The minimum size is deter-
mined by the width of the symbol. In printed material, the logo 
should not be reproduced when smaller than 1-1/2˝ in width.      

Clear space

The absolute minimum amount of clear space is equal to the height of the logo in 

the size at which the signature is reproduced.

logo height

Minimum size

In printed material, the signature should not be reproduced when 

the symbol is smaller than 1-1/2” in width.

1-1/2" 
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Company Name and Logo Lock-Up 
There may be instances when the Company Name should 
accompany the logo for clarification purposes. In these 
cases, the logo lock-up of the Cliffs logo and Company 
Name is permissible to use. 

NYSE Logo Lock-Up 
The Cliffs logo with the URL and CLF/NYSE icon is another 
permitted logo lock-up to be used in materials. The URL, 
rule line and CLF/NYSE icon appear just outside of the clear 
space. 

Width 
The URL and CLF/NYSE logo are equivalent to the width of 
the wordmark and symbol.

Clear Space 
The absolute minimum amount of clear space is equal  
to the height of the logo in the size at which the signature  
is reproduced.  

logo height

clevelandcliffs.com

Swiss 721 Light

CORPORATE LOGO STRUCTURE

C L E V E L A N D - C L I F F S  I N C .

clevelandcliffs.com
CLF

“Mining Since 1847” Logo 
Introduced in 2017 as part of Cliffs’ 170-year anniversary 
celebration, the “Mining Since 1847” logo can be used in 
materials intended to emphasize Cliffs’ historical past.

M I N I N G  S I N C E  1 8 4 7
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Single Color Reproduction
The corporate logo may be produced in solid black or 
reversed out of a dark background with white only.

Spot Color Reproduction
The Pantone® color matching system is the standard  
in the printing industry. Pantone 7496 (green) and Pantone 
294 (blue) are the match colors for the Cliffs logo.

Process Color Reproduction
When the corporate logo is to be reproduced using the  
four-color process (cyan, magenta, yellow, black), the 
following ink values will typically produce the spot colors: 
PMS 294  CMYK 100/74/0/45 
PMS 7496  CMYK 35/0/100/37

CORPORATE LOGO COLOR

C L E V E L A N D - C L I F F S  I N C .

C L E V E L A N D - C L I F F S  I N C .
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The Cleveland-Cliffs logo should be reproduced using the 
primary color palette when possible. Color equivalents to 
the Pantone Matching System (PMS) numbers are listed 
below. For 4-color process printing, refer to CMYK values. For 
on-screen and Office applications, refer to RGB values. For 
Internet and intranet applications, use the HTML values.

A secondary color palette has been created to complement 
the primary color palette. However, they should never 
overpower or replace the corporate logo colors.

COLOR PALETTE

PMS 145 C
CMYK 0/49/100/8 
RGB 207/127/0
HTML CF7F00

PMS 384 C
CMYK 14/0/100/35
RGB 148/147/0 
HTML 949300

PMS Cool Gray 11 C
CMYK 47/36/29/26
RGB 122/125/129
HTML 7A7D81

PMS Cool Gray 7 C
CMYK 38/29/24/5
RGB 151/153/155
HTML 97999B

PMS 2925 C
CMYK 75/18/0/0
RGB 0/156/222
HTML 009CDE

PMS 7447 C
CMYK 67/76/7/19
RGB 93/71/119
HTML 5D4777

PMS 294 C
CMYK 100/74/0/45 
RGB 0/47/108
HTML 002F6C

PMS 7496 C
CMYK 35/0/100/37
RGB 118/136/29
HTML 76881D

PMS 644 C
CMYK 38/15/0/0
RGB 155/184/211
HTML 9BB8D3

Pantone Coated  Secondary Color Palette

Pantone Coated  Primary Color Palette

PMS 145 U
CMYK 0/50/100/8 
RGB 201/127/58
HTML C97F3A

PMS 384 U
CMYK 28/10/100/29
RGB 134/139/60 
HTML 868B3C

PMS Cool Gray 11 U
CMYK 63/52/44/33
RGB 83/86/90
HTML 53565A

PMS Cool Gray 7 U
CMYK 35/26/22/11
RGB 156/158/160
HTML 9C9EA0

PMS 2925 U
CMYK 78/26/0/0
RGB 64/151/219
HTML 4097DB

PMS 7447 U
CMYK 55/58/8/13
RGB 127/115/146
HTML 7F7392

PMS 294 U
CMYK 100/68/0/21 
RGB 56/89/136
HTML 385988

PMS 7496 U
CMYK 43/10/100/34
RGB 117/132/72
HTML 758448

PMS 644 U
CMYK 39/15/0/0
RGB 157/185/213
HTML 9DB9D5

Pantone Coated  Secondary Color Palette

Pantone Uncoated Primary Color Palette

PMS 199 C
CMYK 0/100/79/0
RGB 213/0/50
HTML D50032
LAB 47/73/39

PMS 199 U
CMYK 0/97/72/0
RGB 221/80/97
HTML DD5061

For best results with the reproduction of PMS 199 C in 
collateral that is used in both print and digital formats, 
use the listed LAB values for PMS 199 C as a spot color 
in the design files for your project. LAB values are device-
independent color values used across mediums, such as 
plastics, textiles and other materials.

Color palette values last updated June 2020.  For the most 
recent color values, refer to Pantone’s online color finder.
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White Space
White space refers to the areas of a page left unmarked.

It should not be considered merely “blank space.” Rather, it is 
an important element of design, which enables the objects in 
it to exist at all. The balance between positive (or non-white) 
and the use of negative (white) space is key to aesthetic 
composition. White space gives the eye a place to rest, 
increasing the appeal of the composition.  

A page overwhelmed with text or graphics, and with little 
room for white space will appear busy, cluttered and difficult 
to read.

Black and White Materials
White space is equally important on black and white 
materials. It enhances the overall composition of the piece, 
and gives each element the space needed.

Additionally, because the piece contains no color, it’s critical 
to use imagery and illustrations that are dynamic, appealing 
and interesting.

COLOR PALETTE

Print AdAnnual Report

Examples

O
F

F

TH
E

C
H

A
R

TS

2 0 1 0

A N N U A L 

R E P O R T

Body copy goes here. urectec totati om nis porem 

is quis moleni occus dercips anihillorest minciliqui 

consequam, que pro temolupta culliatis alia porum 

qui conecer sperehe nistrm, que pro temolupta 

culliatis alia porum qui conecer sperehe nistrm, 

que pro temolupta culliatis alia porum qui conecer 

sperehe nistrum audaepe discidu cieniatiae etur sit 

poribus sit latquia quid ut odipidemodit officab inci 

quae sequam que sint modicae Omnis aut eum 

faccupt urectec totati omnis porem is quis moleni 

occus dercips anihillorest minciliqui consequam, 

que pro temolupta culliatis alia porum qui conecer 

sperehe nistrum audaepe discidu cieniatiae etur sit 

poribus sit latquia quid ut odipidemodit officab inci 

quae sequam que sint modicae pratem iduci tenis 

volecta tquatendi temporr ovideli quiamusam niamus 

HEADLINE 1.  
HEADLINE 2.

C L E V E L A N D - C L I F F S  I N C .
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CLIFFS

CLIFFS

CLIFFS

CLIFFS

Incorrect use of the Cliffs logo can compromise the 
integrity and effectiveness of the brand. Shown are 
examples of possible misuses. To ensure accurate and 
consistent reproduction of the logo, always use the 
approved digital artwork. Never alter, add to or re-create 
the Cliffs logo. Do not produce any materials using  
the old logo or flag emblem.

Do not change the wordmark typeface  

Do not change the color of the symbol or wordmark

Do not use screens when reproducing in black

Do not use on a background where legibility  
will be compromised

Do not change the symbol and  
wordmark configuration

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS
Use only the official Company Name Logo 
Lockup artwork.

Do not use the symbol without the wordmark  
or the wordmark without the symbol

UNITED TACONITE

The mine name or managing company  
name  is not part of the logo. Do not violate  
the clear space.

INCORRECT CORPORATE LOGO USE
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Primary typeface
Swiss 721 Light   

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ   
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz   
0123456789
Swiss 721 Medium   

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ   
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz   
0123456789
Secondary typefaces sans serif 
Swiss 721 Roman  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ   
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz   
0123456789
Swiss 721 Italic  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ   
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz   
0123456789
Swiss 721 Bold  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ   
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz   
0123456789

Primary typeface for Internal use for email,  
PowerPoint, Publisher and Word documents  
when you don’t have the Swiss font suite.

Arial Regular   

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ   
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz   
0123456789

Primary Typeface
Typography is a significant component in creating a  
distinctive and memorable brand. The consistent use  
of fonts helps convey a strong brand. In addition, limiting 
the fonts used helps to maintain brand consistency 
throughout all communication materials from identity  
applications to marketing material. 

The primary typefaces Swiss 721 Light and Swiss 721 
Medium are used on the stationery for Cleveland-Cliffs. 
No other typefaces are used on the stationery application. 
Detailed type specifications for stationery applications 
begin on page 40.   

TYPOGRAPHY

Body Copy

Subheads



IDENTITY APPLICATIONS

Marketing
 Creative Approach
 Typography
 Photography 
 Charts, Graphs and Maps
 PowerPoint
 Examples

C L E V E L A N D - C L I F F S   l   B R A N D  I D E N T I T Y  S T A N D A R D S
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The following pages demonstrate the Cliffs brand look and 
feel, and should be referenced when creating both internal 
and external marketing materials.

There are a variety of elements that, when combined,  
communicate the distinctive Cliffs brand. These creative  
elements should appear in every execution:

Modern
The materials should reflect Cliffs’ new era with a clean, 
forward-thinking approach.

Boldness
Colors should be bold and inviting, helping to differentiate us 
from our competitors.

White Space
White space refers to the areas of a page left unmarked. It 
increases the impact and appeal of a composition. All of 
Cliffs’ marketing materials should incorporate a prominent 
use of white space.

Photography Style
• Bold, exciting and dynamic

•  Subject matter should demonstrate scale  
and perspective

• People should look natural, welcoming and confident

•  Materials should include no more than one photo per  
page when possible

• Photographs should run full bleed when possible

All creative development of marketing communication  
materials should be in consultation with Corporate 
Communications.

MARKETING CREATIVE APPROACH
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Headlines 
Straightforward and impactful headlines should be used when 
designing materials for Cliffs. The language should be clear and use 
only a few carefully chosen words to communicate the message. 

Below are typographic samples of how headlines should be typeset. 
Headlines are usually split using uppercase Swiss 721 Light and Swiss 
721 Medium to emphasize a particular word or phrase. 

When placing a headline over a color or photo, an “outer glow” effect 
may be used to increase readability and clarity of typography. See the 
example below for specifications when setting up this effect.

Outer Glow Setup 
The outer glow and its color are set at the designer’s discretion. When setting up the outer glow effect, please use the 
following specifications in order to create consistency in all of our marketing materials.

An outer glow should be applied to all headlines (do not apply a glow to online type). The percentage of glow should 
be determined on a project-by-project basis. In general, the glow should be subtle. It should be noticeable, but not 
overwhelming. Lastly, you should not be able to see an outline of its shape.

Example

Blending Mode: set to Multiply 
Opacity: 75% 
Size: 0.125 in

If you or a designer are using InDesign,  
these are the proper settings for the  
glow under Objects/Effects.

SERVING THE NEEDS OF 
STEELMAKERS.

Swiss 721 Light

Swiss 721 Medium

MARKETING TYPOGRAPHY
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Headline - inside color bar

Bad Examples

Good Examples

Reversed type on photo

Note: If you are using reversed type, make sure your 
effects are set so the text is easy to readReversed type on photo with dark background

Never set an outer glow on the CLIFFS logo Size of the outer glow on the type needs  
to be softened

SMALLER HEADLINE

LARGER HEADLINE.

More information in smaller font at bottom

SERVING THE NEEDS OF
STEELMAKERS.

YOUR FUTURE. 
IT STARTS HERE.

CLIFFS
SERVING NORTH AMERICAN

STEELMAKERS

MARKETING TYPOGRAPHY
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Usage of Swiss and Arial
This font has been selected for Cliffs because it is 
modern, clean and highly legible on all types of media and 
materials. It is the only recommended font for all of  
Cliffs’ communications. 

If your system does not include the Swiss typeface, please 
use Arial.

Subheads, Page Headers and Captions 
When designing with type, subheads play an important 
role in providing additional information and direction. While 
every situation is different, we have provided a number of 
different typographic options to fit your needs. While the 
sizes of the type may vary from layout to layout, please 
keep the typographic elements and rule lines consistent 
across the entire design.

Subhead 
Cest dolorib usdant denim eaquamet poriorerum natem 
aut verferum veribus enis ut excera quae volupti dolo id 
quo corum quodis conecusam estior soluptatem resto et 
verspere ped ea dollatur minus, cum cores ides nos asperio 
odit velestotatem simus, coreror eptatium sunt veliquam sum 
nobitat istionem sunti cones eum hilib

50% Cool Gray - 3pt. top rule line

Subhead uppercase Swiss 721 Light

.5pt. bottom rule (Japanese dots)

Descriptor upper and lowercase Swiss 721 Light

SALES VOLUMES
Diversification of Sales Volume

Examples
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ENGINEERING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

RECENT GRADUATES

As recent graduates, engineering students joining Cleveland-Cliffs are given 
significant responsibilities right from the start and are often employed in various 
parts of Cliffs’ operations. Whether it is long- or short-range mine planning, 
operations, processing or reclamation, new hires can gain valuable exposure to 
different aspects of operating a mine. Engineering hires are expected to be capable 
of working in various environments and willing to work in teams or independently.  
Cliffs is not afraid to adopt new technology, which allows new hires to put their 
education to work on the latest in technology and heavy equipment from 320-ton 
haul trucks to the latest mine planning software.  

Engineering students hired into Cliffs are typically placed within our North American 
Iron Ore business units. Within these business units, recent graduates gain firsthand 
experience working within established, profitable operations. Oftentimes,  
new hires within these operations are given the chance to develop through business  
improvement projects aimed at reducing waste or increasing efficiency or predictability.  

FREQUENTLY HIRED  
DEGREES: ENGINEERING

• Mining Engineering

• Mechanical Engineering

• Electrical Engineering

• Metallurgical Engineering

• Chemical Engineering

• Geology/Geophysics/ 

 Geological Engineering

• Civil Engineering

• Environmental Engineering

• Health and Safety

INTERNSHIPS

For many years, Cliffs has offered one of the most sought-after internships in the 
industry. Students are provided the mandatory MSHA training required to be on site, 
then integrated into their department through one-on-one meetings, participating 
in conference calls, and exposure to senior management. Students are then given 
a number of projects to complete over the course of a typical 12-week program, 
including projects such as planning a drill program, designing a new process, or 
implementing a new technology or piece of equipment. At the conclusion of the 
internship, students present on their experience to management and are given a 
thorough performance evaluation. 

Cliffs interns are provided a highly competitive compensation based upon their 
degree program and level in school. Students relocating to a Cliffs operation for 
their internship are provided a solid relocation program. And, with many of our 
sites recognized nationally for their safety performance, students can be confident 
they are in good hands.
  

REVENUES & CASH

‘09 ‘11‘10 ‘12 ‘13

REVENUES

(in millions)

FROM PRODUCT SALES AND SERVICES

$336

$195

$522

$1,567

$503

CASH

(in millions)

AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

$5,691
$5,873

$6,564

$4,484

$2,197
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CLIFFS l CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

HUMAN RESOURCES & TALENT MANAGEMENT

Cliffs’ continued growth is dependent 
on attracting and retaining industry-
leading talent. Our executive 
leadership team shares a belief that 
our colleagues around the world are 
critical to the ongoing success of 
our business. Whether in the field or 
office, Cliffs fosters an environment 
that empowers our employees to 
achieve their highest potential.

Our leadership places significant 
value in rotational experiences that 

facilitate promoting from within. We find 
providing employees exposure outside 
of their areas of expertise presents 
unique opportunities to enhance 
value to the organization and to an 
individual’s career development. Along 
with these opportunities, Cliffs offers 
competitive compensation packages 
designed to attract and retain talent.

We are invest in our people and 
deploy the required resources to 
further strengthen our organization.  

We employ a robust talent 
management system to facilitate 
our efforts in global placement and 
career advancement. Our Company 
employs high-performing individuals in 
a myriad of technical and professional 
disciplines including geology, 
engineering, mine planning, metallurgy 
and environmental, along with 
professional fields such as commercial 
sales and marketing, operations, 
finance, legal, information technology 
and human resources.

HUMAN RESOURCES & TALENT MANAGEMENT

A WILL TO SUCCEED.  
STRONG CHARACTER.

CORE VALUES

SAFE PRODUCTION  
Record production with: Lack of injuries. Good housekeeping and orderly work areas. 
Well-maintained equipment. Proper training and procedures. Looking out for and 
correcting each other. Safe conditions and behavior. Sentinel of Safety qualification. 

ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP    
Going beyond compliance. Being socially responsible. Anticipating and addressing 
potential impacts before they occur. Personal accountability. Operating to preserve 
the environment for future generations. 

ETHICAL BEHAVIOR 
Conducting business with honesty, fairness, integrity and full compliance with all 
applicable laws. 
 
CUSTOMER FOCUS   
Listening to the customer. Being responsive and on time. Meeting quality expectations. 
Helping the customer succeed.
 
CREATING ECONOMIC VALUE   
Doing the right things right the first time. Elimination of waste and inefficiency.
Breakthroughs in productivity and technology.

GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTABILITY  
Behaving in line with our core values. Being responsible for our actions. Providing 
plans/standards/expectations. Holding yourself and/or the group to a high standard  
of performance. Walk the talk.

TRUST, RESPECT AND OPEN COMMUNICATION 
Open access to information. Constructive conflict. Delegation to the appropriate 
level. Toleration of failure in pursuit of business success. Encouraging and 
accepting different views. Feeling an obligation to explain your actions to those 
affected. Gender and racial diversity.

BIAS FOR ACTION    
Getting things done. Reduced red tape. “Barrierless.” Call anybody you want. 
Management by fact. Plan the work, work the plan.

TEAMWORK   
Actively involve others in decision making. Know when to take a leadership role and 
when to be an active member. Recognize the value of teamwork and the synergy it 
creates.
 
RECOGNIZE AND REWARD ACHIEVEMENT  
Celebrating successes. Stress training and development. An effective appraisal of 
performance. Expressing a simple thank you. 
 

MARKETING TYPOGRAPHY

Body Copy Swiss 721 Light 
100% Black

Body Copy Swiss 721 Medium 
100% Color from Cliffs color palette
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Imagery – Photography

Photography plays such an important role in all of Cliffs’ 
creative materials and, as a result, should be considered 
carefully. Photography should suggest feelings of 
sophistication, boldness and large scale, as outlined earlier. 
Below you will find more specific photography guidelines.

Subject Matter 
The subject matter can come from a variety of sources, 
including employees in the field, objects, mining equipment 
and nature. People should appear welcoming yet confident.

Style 
The photography style includes close-ups as well as wide 
angle shots to demonstrate scale. When possible, it should 
make use of interesting perspectives. Use the photography 
to demonstrate large scale. It should also attempt to be 
bold, colorful and dynamic. 

Technical 
Because publications differ on resolution specifications and 
requirements, you should always use the highest resolution 
photography. Do not use clip art.

Quality 
Print  
Size: 300 dpi at size of picture box 
Color: CMYK 
Format: TIFF or EPS

Web 
Size: 72 dpi at size of picture box 
Color: RGB 
Format: JPEG

MARKETING PHOTOGRAPHY
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Imagery – Photography Continued

Legal Rights and Usage 
Cliffs respects the copyright laws in all countries. As 
a result, whenever possible you should use Cliffs-
approved photos, which can be obtained from Corporate 
Communications.

If a situation arises in which it is not possible to use an 
image already approved by Cliffs, you must respect the 
copyright laws in that country. 

Always take the following guidelines into consideration:

•  Ensure that the photograph is not property or rights of 
another individual or entity

•  Ensure that you have received permission or releases 
from every person appearing in the photo(s)

•  Photos on the internet may be copyright protected and 
not for general use without explicit approval

If you are unsure whether or not you are allowed to  
use an image, contact Corporate Communications.

MARKETING PHOTOGRAPHY
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MARKETING CHARTS, GRAPHS AND MAPS

Charts, Graphs and Maps

Charts, graphs and maps are important elements that  
help us visually communicate complex and sometimes 
hard-to-understand information. Therefore, creating 
simple, easy-to-understand graphics is imperative.

When developing these pieces in Microsoft PowerPoint,  

Publisher and Word products, please use the approved 
RGB color builds for all texts, charts and graphs. 

Within the new Cliffs PPT template, these charts and 
graphs are already created.

If you need a stylized version of a map, graph or chart, 
please contact Corporate Communications, or work with a 
graphic designer.

KEY

 China
 Japan
 Europe/US
 Rest of World

44%

34%

16%

6%

Pie Chart - Basic

Bar Graph - Basic

Map - Basic
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RGB 229/142/26

RGB 0/52/120

RGB 142/147/0 

RGB 106/127/16

RGB 154/155/156

RGB 0/152/219

RGB 90/68/122

Primary color palette

Secondary color palette

RGB 135/178/216 RGB 77/79/83

Bullet points

• 100% of text size

•  RGB value from primary color palette, 
applies to subhead as well as actual 
bullet point

Font: Arial

Title Slide

Body Slide

PowerPoint Templates

The approved template is available on OneCliffs.com for download.
When building PowerPoint 
presentations, please use the 
approved RGB color builds for  
all text, charts and graphs.

POWERPOINT TEMPLATES
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Three Image Slide

Pie Chart Slide

Two Image Slide

Bar Graph Slide

POWERPOINT TEMPLATES
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Examples of Marketing Materials

The following pages include examples of approved  
marketing materials that have been created to serve various 
purposes, including print ads, newsletters, collateral, 
brochures, PowerPoint templates and annual reports. 

Every marketing piece created by Cliffs or its agencies should 
look and sound familiar to these pieces, including use of 
color, images, photography, writing, voice, layout and more.

MARKETING MATERIALS
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Brochures - Covers
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White Background with Color Graphic

MARKETING MATERIALS

Solid Color Background and Photo with Reversed Type

Solid Color Background with Reversed Type

HEADLINE GOES HERE.

SUBHEAD GOES HERE.

CLIFFS NATURAL RESOURCES INC.

ANNUAL REPORT    2015
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Photo Background with Reversed Type and White Space
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2010 FINANCIAL ACHIEVEMENTS

After 2009’s challenging economic conditions, we ended 2010 with the best results 

in the Company’s 163-year history. Our ability to manage through the business cycle, 

achieve record volumes, as well as significantly increased pricing, drove 2010’s 

exceptional results. Consolidated revenues totaled $4.7 billion, up nearly 100% from 

2009. Consolidated net income was over $1 billion, or $7.49 per diluted share, well over 

our prior record year in 2008.

During 2010 Cliffs generated an impressive $1.3 billion in cash from operations. 

This was over a 600% increase from the $186 million generated in 2009. This solid 

momentum allowed our Board of Directors to confidently increase the annualized cash 

dividend rate by 60% to $0.51 per share.  

Cliffs ended 2010 with over $1.5 billion in cash and over $500 million in available 

liquidity under our revolving credit facility. Our long-term debt stood at $1.7 billion with 

the majority set to expire in 2020 and beyond. 

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

From safety to environmental stewardship, our commitment to sustainability remains at 

the core of our strategy. We realize that our operations impact a variety of stakeholders 

including employees, local communities and the environment. In addition to publishing 

our second sustainability report during 2010, we made significant progress in enhancing 

our global sustainability leadership. Under this new leadership, we intend to further 

develop Cliffs’ sustainability strategy and program. We understand that our long-term 

growth is contingent upon our ability to manage our environmental footprint, provide 

a safe working environment for our employees and build a foundation of strong 

relationships with the communities where we operate. With this in mind, Cliffs’ 2010 

sustainability achievements included:      

• Being named No. 97 in the Global 1000 Sustainable Performance Leaders Rankings, 

 issued by CRD Analytics, a leading provider of independent sustainability  

 investment analytics; and

• Being named No. 23 in the Maplecroft Climate Innovation Indexes, which ranks 350  

 U.S. companies for climate-related innovation and carbon management programs.

C L I F F S  l  2 0 1 0  A N N U A L  R E P O R T

$4.7

$2.3

$3.6

$2.3
$1.9
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REVENUES

in billions

FROM PRODUCT SALES AND SERVICES

$1,265

$230

$939

$382$366

in millions

OPERATING INCOME
$1,567

$503

$179$157

$352

CASH

in millions

AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

9

LEADERSHIP.
GLOBAL SUSTAINABILITY

Brochure - Inside Spreads

MARKETING MATERIALS

Solid Color 

Full Bleed Photo

Page Header

Pie Chart

Body Copy

Page Header

Photo

Body Copy

3

• Cliffs and its CEO were honored for making bold, strategic decisions that 
sustained the company through difficult market conditions, taking advantage 
of the opportunities for growth in the U.S. in supplying steelmakers with higher-
grade direct-reduced iron

• Decisive action resulting in a substantial transformation 

• Leadership, market expansion, corporate integrity and financial success

• Strong culture of safety that allowed Cliffs to maintain -- even improve --                  
its record of outperforming industry peers in safety metrics

Cliffs Natural Resources Recognized as the “Best of the Best” 

in Global Metals Industry Leadership: Raw Materials and Mining

MINING COMPANY OF THE YEAR

Dear Fellow Shareholder,

2016 was a remarkable year for Cliffs Natural Resources Inc. Through a disciplined 
strategy and execution, we were successful in completing the turnaround 
initiated in August 2014. I am especially proud of our achievements in the face of 
significant macroeconomic challenges in the iron ore and steel industry for much 
of the year:
• Lowered net debt by 25 percent to $1.8 billion; 
• Reduced operational cost structure; 
• Entered into a new 10 year agreement with our largest customer; 
• Entered into a new labor agreement with the United Steelworkers; 
• Restarted two temporarily idled Minnesota mines; and 
• Began work to produce a new, customized iron ore pellet for delivery in 2017.

We made important financial progress in 2016 and our financial results reflected 
strong underlying performance across our business.  We achieved all our 
financial objectives — a stronger balance sheet, prudent capital deployment, 
and reduced cash costs. Through several well-timed liability management 
transactions, we reduced net debt by over $600 million dollars. With revenues 
of $2.1 billion and net income of $199 million, we achieved earnings per diluted 
share of $0.87. We recorded adjusted EBITDA of $374 million and ended the year 
with strong cash flow through inventory reduction. We directed our capital mainly 
toward sustaining ongoing operations and the development of a new, specialized 
superflux pellet for our largest customer, which we will begin producing at United 
Taconite mine in Minnesota in spring 2017. On the cost side, we continued to find 
ways to improve our operating efficiency across our operations to further reduce 
our cash costs. Moving forward, we are well-positioned and expect this positive 
financial momentum to continue into 2017.

On behalf of the Board of Directors, we thank the entire Cliffs team for their 
continued commitment and dedication to the Company. 2016 was the most 
rewarding year of my career as my leadership team met each challenge head on, 
remaining true to the company’s values and preserving the foundation on which 
Cliffs has been built. We thank the United Steelworkers, our partners, customers, 
rail providers, shipping companies, and the communities in which we operate for 
your continued support. 

Finally, I extend my sincere gratitude to our shareholders for your investment in 
our great company. For our business to prosper over the long term, we must 
deliver value to you. I look ahead with confidence knowing the resilience and 
dedication of my fellow employees will carry Cliffs forward for many, many years 
to come, as has been done for the past 170 years.

Sincerely, 

Lourenco Goncalves
Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer

Message from the CEO

Lourenco Goncalves 
Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer

2

CLIFFS NATURAL RESOURCES10 OUR ENVIRONMENT

OUR
ENVIRONMENT

Our strong environmental performance is the 
result of our management systems and ability to  
understand and manage our impacts and risks.
Environmental Stewardship is one of our 
Core Values and can be defined as an 
ethic that embodies responsible planning 
and management of our resources. Given 
the nature of our business, we understand 
that we must have proper concern for the 
environment and implement measures that 
reduce our impacts on biodiversity and air 
and water quality. 

One of our main business priorities for 2013 
was to improve our overall environmental 
performance. We understand that continual 
improvement of our environmental 
performance is crucial to the preservation 
of our license to operate. Our Road to Zero 
program focuses on continually reducing 
the number of environment related incidents. 
In 2013, our global operations were able 
to reduce the number of environmental 
incidents by 61 percent, and by more than 
75 percent since the start of 2012. 

To obtain these results, we sought to 
implement management measures that 
improve our air and water compliance, and 
reduce spill frequency and volume. For 
example, in 2013, we had a total of 607 
spills equating to approximately 29,000 
cubic meters (7.7 million gallons) across our 
operations, which is a 16 percent reduction 
in spill volume compared to 2012.

More than two thirds of the total volume 
spilled in 2013 was associated with ice melt 
containment.

2011 2012 2013

Spill Volume
(in million cubic meters)Spill Volume 

(in million cubic meters)

2011 2012 2013

161,096 34,489 29,081
29,08134,489161,096

Reduction in Spill Volume in 2013

Reduction in Environmental 
Incidents in 2013

Reduction of Environmental 
Incidents Since the Start of 2012

16%
61%

75%
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MARKETING MATERIALS

CLIFFS NATURAL RESOURCES INC. 
HEALTH & WELLNESS EXPO 
OCTOBER 10, 2014 • 11:30 AM - 3:00 PM 
CLEVELAND CONVENT ION CENTER 

LUNCH PROVIDED

•  Wellness consultants   

•  Healthy lifestyle vendors 

•  Chair massages available 

 

•  Flu shots available 

•  Bike drawing & raffle prizes  

•  Families of employees welcome 

INTERESTED? Sign up at www.surveymonkey.com/s/CNRexpo by October 3. 

Questions & comments can be directed to Christina Gordon at x5312

TAKE CARE OF 
YOUR HEALTH
& WELLNESS

CLF_20140825_2014 Health and Wellness Expo Poster_24x36_V3.indd   1 9/23/2014   3:12:12 PM

Poster with White Background and Color Photos

Body Copy

Headline

Poster Examples

Poster with White Space and Infographics

Body Copy

Color Bar with 
Reversed Out Headline

During Q2, Tilden, UTAC, Hibbing 
and APIO are recognized for achiev-
ing zero water incidents and North-
shore is recognized for having zero 
air incidents in USIO. APIO has zero 
environmental incidents to date for 
2017.

The overall company-wide envi-
ronmental incident rate has slightly 
slipped through mid-year.   This is 
mostly attributable to some unique 
events associated with how Hibbing’s 
control systems that were set during 

maintenance activities to mask an input signal to prevent continuous 
alarming.  While this is useful, it is important to be diligent in ensuring 
that its use doesn’t prevent us from collecting required data.  Although 
Tilden has made appreciable strides in improving opacity rates, H1-2017 
also points out the opportunity to further drive that measure toward zero.  

Cliffs uses total environmental incidents as one measure of environmen-
tal performance. While the company made dramatic improvements over 
the past several years, it is really important for individuals to make good 
decisions to drive good outcomes and employ continuous measures.  

Q2 2017
Key Highlights

QUARTERLY BUSINESS UPDATE
Internal Memo Not for External Distribution

Second Quarter 2017

2017 2016

$56$59

Q2 2017 vs. Q2 2016
CASH PRODUCTION COSTS

97$

per long ton
REALIZED PRICING

Q2 2017
U.S. Iron Ore

per long ton per long ton

Increased by

6%

United States Iron OreThe hard work of every Cliffs employee and the focus on the execution of our 
US-centered strategy is producing real results, and our second quarter numbers 
clearly demonstrate that. Our U.S. Iron Ore (USIO) team demonstrated why they 
are the best operators in this business as they successfully met every operational 
challenge, and did so safely. The consistent performance of our core USIO 
business has enabled us to pursue two major strategic initiatives that will set us 
on the right path for future growth.  In May, we successfully started production of 
the new Mustang pellets at our United Taconite mine, and subsequently in June, 
we announced our plans to build a new Hot Briquetted Iron (HBI) plant in Toledo, 
Ohio.  Both of these investments are critical to the execution of our U.S. focused 
growth strategy.   

We had remarkable financial results in the second quarter, even as iron ore 
prices were volatile in Asia. The strong performance of our USIO business offset 
the challenges of our Asia Pacific Iron Ore (APIO) business, which was adversely 
impacted by market driven iron ore pricing discounts. 

This quarter also reflected the divergent market trends occurring in the global 
iron ore industry which only reinforces our commitment to continue to invest in 
the United States. Global pricing is driven by structural issues in the international 
iron ore market with the continued oversupply of cheap, low quality iron ore.  
While we do not expect this trend to improve significantly, our APIO operating 
plans should be able to address such less-than-ideal market conditions, and we 
will continue to run APIO for positive cash flow. At the same time, demand for 
our high-quality, customized iron ore pellets in the U.S. steel market is very solid. 
Looking ahead, Cliffs will not only be the leading supplier of pellets to integrated 
blast furnaces, but will also serve the growing EAF market which increasingly 
needs high quality alternative iron units.

We have a unique competitive advantage as a producer of high quality DR-
grade pellets, the critical feedstock for HBI production.  The great work by our 
technical and commercial teams with the Northshore operation in developing 
and advancing our capability to produce DR-grade pellets, has positioned 
us well for the HBI market. Cliffs’ low-silica DR-grade pellets are critical to the 
production of our Hot Briquetted Iron (HBI).  We will break ground in Toledo, 
OH early next year, with production beginning in third quarter of 2020.  Cliffs will 
soon become the leading domestic supplier of high-quality, customized HBI for 
Electric Arc Furnace steelmakers in the Great Lakes region. 

I would also like to recognize the great teamwork exhibited during the United 
Taconite Mustang project and commend everyone involved for their outstanding 
collaboration. This group effort successfully delivered a project that was on 
budget, on time, and with zero accidents. We will deploy the same teamwork 
and flawless execution to our HBI project. We are also reaping the benefits of 
the upgrade at UTAC with improved productivity of our standard pellets.  Well 
done everyone.

I am very excited about the future of Cliffs. We finished the first half of the year 
strong and we must keep the positive momentum going for the remainder of 
2017.  We still have much work ahead of us to deliver upon our commitments. 

In closing, let us all never take our eye off our responsibility to be safe and 
exercise good environmental stewardship. Your dedication and great work 
brought us here. Let’s together continue to build a great Cliffs for us and for the 
future generations.

Message from the CEO

Lourenco Goncalves
Chairman, President & CEO
Cliffs Natural Resources Inc.

2017 2016

$33$37

Q2 2017 vs. Q2 2016
CASH PRODUCTION COSTS

38$

per metric ton
REALIZED PRICING

Q2 2017
A.P. Iron Ore

Increased by

per metric ton per metric ton

10%

Asia Pacific Iron Ore

Through Q2-2017, Cliffs’ Total Reportable Incident Rate (TRIR) performance was 

at 1.49, which is above the YE target of 1.31. Overall, Cliffs’ safety performance is 

trending at 71% of the industry average of 2.10. 

TRIR RATES  2012 - YTD 2017
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2.0

Safety

Feedback?  “Talk to Lourenco” is your direct connection to CEO Lourenco Goncalves.  Employees are encouraged to share ideas, suggestions or quetions about our company and 
strategic direction. E-mail ceo@cliffsnr.com or call 1.844.834.6222. You can also find an anonymous submission form on OneCliffs.com. 

Business Segment Performances

Environmental

$569 million  Consolidated Revenues $137 million Adjusted EBITDA
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Newsletter - Departmental Template

Environmental Services 
Quarterly Update

Headline Goes Here in Arial

“A pull quote for 

an article can 

go right here in 

this side column 

space. Lorem 

ispum sit dolor.”

Did you know?

Obit es sam 

volorerferum de 

molupienia pratibus 

ute perorum aborem 

lorem ipsum sit.

Headline Goes 
Here in Arial

Volume 1, Issue 1  •  Q1 2011

Obit es sam volorerferum de molupienia pra-
tibus ute perorum aboremp orehend ucillup 
tatempossed qui occus, te con cullabo. Nempos 
doluptaque sa non perspernam, cus, consenda 
conesectist, que voluptas dolupta tenditatus aut 
evellaut officae. Xerum accati ut untotas aut 
etur ratemquae lab il istempo rporia ditas ullitis 
iur apit es volorit maxim faccabor modi dolupta 
tureptature volorior sim et auteceperiae parum 

Obit es sam volorerferum de molupienia pra-
tibus ute perorum aboremp orehend ucillup 
tatempossed qui occus, te con cullabo. Nem-
pos doluptaque sa non perspernam, cus, con-
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The hard work of every Cliffs employee and the focus on the execution of our US-
centered strategy is producing real results, and our second quarter numbers clearly 
demonstrate that. Our U.S. Iron Ore (USIO) team demonstrated why they are the best 
operators in this business as they successfully met every operational challenge, and 
did so safely. The consistent performance of our core USIO business has enabled 
us to pursue two major strategic initiatives that will set us on the right path for future 
growth.  In May, we successfully started production of the new Mustang pellets at our 
United Taconite mine, and subsequently in June, we announced our plans to build a 
new Hot Briquetted Iron (HBI) plant in Toledo, Ohio.  Both of these investments are 
critical to the execution of our U.S. focused growth strategy.   

We had remarkable financial results in the second quarter, even as iron ore prices were 
volatile in Asia. The strong performance of our USIO business offset the challenges of 
our Asia Pacific Iron Ore (APIO) business, which was adversely impacted by market 
driven iron ore pricing discounts. 

This quarter also reflected the divergent market trends occurring in the global iron 
ore industry which only reinforces our commitment to continue to invest in the United 
States. Global pricing is driven by structural issues in the international iron ore market 
with the continued oversupply of cheap, low quality iron ore.  While we do not expect 
this trend to improve significantly, our APIO operating plans should be able to address 
such less-than-ideal market conditions, and we will continue to run APIO for positive 
cash flow. At the same time, demand for our high-quality, customized iron ore pellets 
in the U.S. steel market is very solid. Looking ahead, Cliffs will not only be the leading 
supplier of pellets to integrated blast furnaces, but will also serve the growing EAF 
market which increasingly needs high quality alternative iron units.

We have a unique competitive advantage as a producer of high quality DR-grade 
pellets, the critical feedstock for HBI production.  The great work by our technical and 
commercial teams with the Northshore operation in developing and advancing our 
capability to produce DR-grade pellets, has positioned us well for the HBI market. 
Cliffs’ low-silica DR-grade pellets are critical to the production of our Hot Briquetted 
Iron (HBI).  We will break ground in Toledo, OH early next year, with production 
beginning in third quarter of 2020.  Cliffs will soon become the leading domestic 
supplier of high-quality, customized HBI for Electric Arc Furnace steelmakers in the 
Great Lakes region. 

I would also like to recognize the great teamwork exhibited during the United Taconite 
Mustang project and commend everyone involved for their outstanding collaboration. 
This group effort successfully delivered a project that was on budget, on time, and 
with zero accidents. We will deploy the same teamwork and flawless execution to our 
HBI project. We are also reaping the benefits of the upgrade at UTAC with improved 
productivity of our standard pellets.  Well done everyone.

I am very excited about the future of Cliffs. We finished the first half of the year strong 
and we must keep the positive momentum going for the remainder of 2017.  We still 
have much work ahead of us to deliver upon our commitments. 

In closing, let us all never take our eye off our responsibility to be safe and exercise 
good environmental stewardship. Your dedication and great work brought us here. 
Let’s together continue to build a great Cliffs for us and for the future generations.

Lourenco Goncalves
Chairman, President & CEO
Cliffs Natural Resources Inc.

Second Quarter 2017

Message from the CEO

The safety of our people is one of our 

highest priorities. Through Q2-2017, 

Cliffs’ Total Reportable Incident Rate 

(TRIR) performance was at 1.49, which 

is above the YE target of 1.31. Overall, 

Cliffs’ safety performance is trending 

at 71% of the industry average of 2.10. 

We remain vigilant and focused on the 

work necessary in this area and it takes 

the contributions of ALL employees to 

achieve our “workplace safety goals on 

our “Road to Zero”, and become one 

of the safest mining companies in the 

world.

Workplace injuries can be prevented 

with careful planning, a thorough 

Take-5 with a risk assessment, and 

discussing the task with co-workers to 

identify and control hazards.  When we 

do have a failure resulting in an injury, 

we must look deeper to understand all 

of the factors that led into the incident; 

these learnings will help us build more 

resilient systems.

Cliffs uses incident rates to show the 

relative level of injuries and illnesses 

across the organization compared to 

the BLS national averages for the iron 

ore mining industry.  These rates not 

only show our progress in preventing 

injuries and illnesses but also help us 

determine areas for improvement.
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Second Quarter
Key Highlights

Consolidated 
Revenues

$569 million

Adjusted EBITDA
$137 million
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During Q2, Tilden, UTAC, Hibbing and APIO are recognized for achieving zero 
water incidents and Northshore is recognized for having zero air incidents in USIO. 
APIO has zero environmental incidents to date for 2017.

The overall company-wide environmental incident rate has slightly slipped through 
mid-year.   This is mostly attributable to some unique events associated with how 
Hibbing’s control systems that were set during maintenance activities to mask an 
input signal to prevent continuous alarming.  While this is useful, it is important to 
be diligent in ensuring that its use doesn’t prevent us from collecting required data.  
While Tilden has made appreciable strides in improving opacity rates, H1-2017 
also points out the opportunity to further drive that measure toward zero.  

Cliffs uses total environmental incidents as one measure of environmental perfor-
mance. While the company made dramatic improvements over the past several 
years, it is really important for individuals to make good decisions to drive good 
outcomes and employ continuous measures.  This may mean pausing to investi-
gate a loud bearing and prevent a dust collector motor failure, participating in an 
after-incident review to determine how to prevent future incidents, or simply accept-
ing that we can do better today than we did yesterday, our performance improves 
because you choose to make it better. 

Cliffs’ environmental performance continues to be an important factor that pre-
serves our competitiveness and unlocks our future potential.  This is especially key 
for Cliffs when seeking creative regulatory solutions and permission to operate in 
other jurisdictions.  
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Environmental

CapEx and SG&A

Feedback?  “Talk to Lourenco” is your direct connection to CEO Lourenco Goncalves.  Employees are encouraged to share ideas, suggestions or questions about our company and 
strategic direction. E-mail ceo@cliffsnr.com or call 1.844.834.6222. You can also find an anonymous submission form on OneCliffs.com. 

Business Segment Performances
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170YEARS OF
M I N I N G

C E L E B R A T I N G

S I N C E  1 8 4 7

STEEL STARTS HERE.
Celebrating 170 Years of Mining

Cliffs Natural Resources Inc. is recognized 
as the largest and oldest independent iron 
ore mining company in the United States. 
Founded in 1847, the Company chartered 
its first mine in Michigan. 

Today as the major supplier of iron 
ore pellets to the North American steel 
industry, we are a proven technical leader 
delivering tailor-made solutions for our 
steelmaking customers.
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BOOST YOUR HEALTH.
BUILD YOUR WEALTH.

EARN $50 
COMPLETE THE MAYO CLINIC 

ONLINE HEALTH ASSESSMENT BY 

MARCH 16 AND EARN A  

$50 MASTERCARD! 

EARN $50 
REACH 50% OR GREATER 

PARTICIPATION CLIFFS WIDE 

BY MARCH 16 AND EARN A 

$50 MASTERCARD GIFT CARD! 

Complete the following to earn  
100 points and a $100 Mastercard: 
 
Mayo Clinic Healthy Living Online  
Program - 50 points 
 
Physical Exam - 50 points
 
Quit for Life Program - 50 points

Healthy Pregnancy Program - 50 points

Employee Health Assessment Completion -  
25 points

Spouse Health Assessment Completion -  
25 points 

Charitable community walk, run, bike event - 
25 points

Local Wellness Activities - 
25- 50 points each 

EARN $100 

Visit www.managewell.com or contact your local HR department today for more information! Gift cards will be available 
for active, full-time employees, hourly and salary. When you visit www.managewell.com for the first time you will need to register 
and will be asked for a “unique ID.” Your unique ID is Cliffs combined with your employee ID. For example, Cliffs123456.  
For questions, e-mail cliffswellness@cliffsnr.com.

EARN UP TO $200  
IN MASTERCARD GIFT CARDS   
BETWEEN 01/01/2015 - 12/01/2015   

COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE.
IT STARTS HERE.

HONORED TO BE 

A MEMBER OF 

THE CLEVELAND 

COMMUNITY

Cliffs attorneys proudly support the 

Cleveland Metropolitan Bar Association’s 

2016 Annual Meeting.

Thank you for advancing greater 

Cleveland’s legal community as a world-

class center of professional excellence.
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cliffsnaturalresources.com

OUR HOME SINCE 1847
Cleveland-Cliffs Inc. (NYSE: CLF) is celebrating 170 years in 2017. For nearly two centuries, 

Cliffs has navigated through major world events, economic recessions and eras of profitable 

growth and great prosperity. 

Today, Cliffs is the largest and oldest iron ore mining company in the United States. Thanks 

to the ingenuity and hard work of our past and present employees, Cliffs looks forward to 

serving our customers for many more decades. 

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP
A MINING LEADER FOR MORE THAN 165 YEARS

Cliffs Natural Resources Inc. is a 
leading mining and natural resources 
company. As a major supplier of iron 
ore pellets to the North American steel 
industry, Cliffs is strategically focused 
on protecting and enhancing our U.S. 
Iron Ore business. 

The iron ore deposits discovered and 
mined in the Upper Peninsula were 
the bedrock upon which Cliffs was 
built. Today, our Michigan Operations 
continue to play vital role in keeping 
our company’s foundation strong.

We remain committed to providing a 
safe workplace, being good stewards 
of the environment, and maintaining a 
strong, respectful relationship with the 
local community. 

2 Column Print Ad - Photos with Color Bar  
with Headline Reversed

Color Bar with  
Reversed Out Headline

Color Bar with  
Reversed Out Headline

NYSE Logo Lock-Up

Secondary Logo 
Lock-Up

Column of Color Photos

Photo

Photo
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Body copy goes here. urectec totati om nis porem 

is quis moleni occus dercips anihillorest minciliqui 

consequam, que pro temolupta culliatis alia porum 

qui conecer sperehe nistrm, que pro temolupta 

culliatis alia porum qui conecer sperehe nistrm, 

que pro temolupta culliatis alia porum qui conecer 

sperehe nistrum audaepe discidu cieniatiae etur sit 

poribus sit latquia quid ut odipidemodit officab inci 

quae sequam que sint modicae Omnis aut eum 

faccupt urectec totati omnis porem is quis moleni 

occus dercips anihillorest minciliqui consequam, 

que pro temolupta culliatis alia porum qui conecer 

sperehe nistrum audaepe discidu cieniatiae etur sit 

poribus sit latquia quid ut odipidemodit officab inci 

quae sequam que sint modicae pratem iduci tenis 

volecta tquatendi temporr ovideli quiamusam niamus 

HEADLINE 1.  
HEADLINE 2.

Print Ads - B&W

MARKETING MATERIALS

Body copy goes here. cupt urectec totati omnis 

porem is quis moleni occus dercips anihillo rest 

minciliqui consequam, que pro temolupta culliatis 

alia porum qui conecer sperehe nistrum audaepe 

discidu cieniatiae etur sit poribus sit latquia quid ut 

odipidemodit officab inci quae sequam que sint 

modicae Omnis aut eum faccupt urectec totati omnis 

porem is quis moleni occus dercips anihillorest 

minciliqui consequam, que pro temolupta culliatis 

alia porum qui conecer sperehe nistrum audaepe 

discidu cieniatiae etur sit poribus sit latquia quid ut 

odipidemodit officab inci quae sequam que sint 

modicae pratem iduci tenis volecta tquatendi temporr 

ovideli quiamusam niamus ab in ra pore labo. Equo 

blaborrum nonem rereperum rem simaxim agnatur?

Ro dus. Tatus renduntiis ratio. Et venissite vel inctior 

rumquidunt quas cum fuga. Con et venet recto to 
venditate corerore nonsequ istrum pratem iduci tenis volecta tquatendi 

HEADLINE 1.  
HEADLINE 2.

Print Ad - 2 Column Ad

Print Ad - 1 Column Ad

Body Copy 
Swiss 721 BT Light

Photo

Company Name Logo 
Lock-Up

Grayscale Bar with  
Reversed Out Headline

Grayscale Bar with  
Reversed Out Headline

Company Name 
Logo Lock-Up

Body Copy 
Swiss 721 BT Light

Photo

C L E V E L A N D - C L I F F S  I N C .

C L E V E L A N D - C L I F F S  I N C .
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Print Ads - B&W

MARKETING MATERIALS

Print Ad - Community Ad

HEADLINE 
GOES HERE. 

Body copy goes here. ctas a apicaecae. 
Untiur aliciasi netustrum is ma digeniendae 
eum quiandion et ut eossed modisquis dic 
tem nis dit, ut liquo et hit harupta turepre 
conse officto taquidipsa ipsandunt aut laut 
et et dere voluptus.

Company Name 
Logo Lock-Up

Body Copy 
Swiss 721 BT Light

Type Reversed  
Out of Black Bar

C L E V E L A N D - C L I F F S  I N C .
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Tradeshows 

In accordance with the Marketing Communications 
Policy, all tradeshow designs should be developed in 
coordination with Corporate Communications. 

When designing tradeshow graphics, follow the basic 
brand guidelines. Since each tradeshow or recruitment 
fair has a specific target audience, it is important to craft a 
booth theme that delivers the corporate message but also 
speaks to your audience. 

Your tradeshow booth graphic elements must powerfully 
reflect the corporate brand while drawing in visitors to 
your booth in the midst of distractions and competitors.  
Tradeshow experts indicate that you have three seconds 
to make an impression on those walking past your exhibit. 
Each tradeshow booth graphic you use – for booth signs, 
displays, retractable banner stands, tradeshow table cloths 
and visible materials – must be meaningful enough to 
compel attendees to stop and learn more. Booth graphics 
for tradeshow displays and banner stands must be large 
and bright, while simply and clearly communicating in as 
few words as possible the benefits. 

Below are basic elements that every tradeshow display 
should include to be effective.

1.  Visual - Simple, bold and clear images are the most 
effective in creating a memorable canvas for your selling 
story. If possible, select simple single images. You may 
want to use many images to tell a complicated story, 
but often, a single simple image will serve you just as 
well. Use standard color palette. Follow basic layout and 
photography guidelines.

2.  Headline - Create a simple and easy to remember 
headline. Use the fonts outlined in the brand standards.

3.  Description - Choose simple, clear and  
short messages.

4. Include Company Name, Logo and Website.

MARKETING MATERIALS



IDENTITY APPLICATIONS

Corporate
 Business Card 
 Letterhead 
 Envelope
 Email Signature

Wholly-Owned Subsidiaries
 Business Card 
 Letterhead 
 Envelope 
 Email Signature

Managed by Cliffs
 Business Card 
 Letterhead 
 Envelope
 Email Signature

C L E V E L A N D - C L I F F S   l   B R A N D  I D E N T I T Y  S T A N D A R D S
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EMPLOYEE NAME
Employee Position Title
P 216.123.4567   M 216.123.4567   F 216.123.4567
employee.name@clevelandcliffs.com

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS INC.
200 Public Square, Suite 3300, Cleveland, OH 44114-2544
P 216.694.5700   F 216.694.5385   clevelandcliffs.com

1/4" 

1/4" 

1/4" 

1/4" 

1" 

1-19/32" 

11/16" 

9/16" 

Measurements

EMPLOYEE NAME
Employee Position Title
P 216.123.4567   M 216.123.4567   F 216.123.4567
employee.name@clevelandcliffs.com

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS INC.
200 Public Square, Suite 3300, Cleveland, OH 44114-2544
P 216.694.5700   F 216.694.5385   clevelandcliffs.com

Type Styles

Name 7/8.5 Swiss 721 Medium

Title and contact information

 7/8.5 Swiss 721 Light

Corporate name 7/8.5 Swiss 721 Medium

Address and contact information

7/8.5 Swiss 721 Light

CORPORATE BUSINESS CARD

Specifications for single-language cards are below.  If a 
bilingual card is needed by an employee, a two-sided design 
is recommended, following the design as closely as allowed 
by secondary language requirements.

EMPLOYEE NAME
Employee Position Title
P 216.123.4567   M 216.123.4567   F 216.123.4567
employee.name@clevelandcliffs.com

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS INC.
200 Public Square, Suite 3300, Cleveland, OH 44114-2544
P 216.694.5700   F 216.694.5385   clevelandcliffs.com

Color

PMS 7496

PMS 294
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Month 00, 20XX

Name 
Title 
Company name 
1234 Main Avenue, Suite 0000 
City, State 12345

Name,

Ex etum vulluptat. Ut lore magna augiam, commy nullaore dolore min vendion ullaorero dolore dolore del 
etuerit illuptat lorper adignim exeril utpat lut la feu feugiam quat dio et vero odolumm odolessi blaoreet, 
conse autat nibh el dolore magnim delit el incilit nulputpat lan hendrer aessissi esto odiamco nsectem 
inciduipsum dit, sum in venit lan vulput la commolu ptatummy nisit, se dipsusto odoloreet velent at. Ut alis 
niam, con hent ing ex ea feum dunt nosto od diam, quisi exero con euissi. 
 
Giam irit lumsan vullan ullaorp eraese coreriureet wismodit duissi te dolor aut pratem vel do odio ex eros 
accum iriure ex exerosto consequatio odignit adit aut lortissi blaor iriliquisit am quamconsed mod tat lortie 
dolobor autpat doloreril utpat. Is ero odiat la faccum irit ercipit lum velit augue con veliqui psustrud dignim 
dit nonum alismodo consectem vel ullaor si. 
 
Lissi enim eugiam elisi bla faciduis alit alit, consequ issequi ercidunt lore cortie magnisc ilisim vulpute 
molor sectem ilit, velit, consenim endit adiamco nsectet la faccumsan voloreet, commod magna alit do 
dolenim ver inibh ex el dionum zzriliqui et am ip ea con ex eugait ad miniamc onsequisim quismod dip 
exero del iriurem dolobor sed ercilla facil duisci te tie del eugait ad tis nulland ionulput auguercidunt wiscin 
veliquisi. 
 
Adio dolore verci blan eu faci blaor se magnisi tatio od tem alisis ea alit vulput ullan ea aci bla ver alit, 
vulput alit adion velisi tionsecte exero conullamet nim velesto eniat. Elit, con volobor eraestio eum iril-
laoreet esectet nullaor erostio el dui eraessi.

Regards, 
 
 
Name 
Title

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS INC.
200 Public Square, Suite 3300, Cleveland, OH 44114-2544    
P 216.694.5700   F 216.694.5385   clevelandcliffs.com

13/16" 

1" 

1/2" 

3-31/32" 

1" 

1-11/32" 

Measurements, Type Styles and Color

Corporate name  
7/9.5 Swiss 721 Medium, PMS 294

Address and contact information

7/8.5 Swiss 721 Light, PMS 294

Body of letter 10/14 Arial

2-1/2" 

CORPORATE LETTERHEAD

Note: If you do not have Swiss font suite, Arial can be used as a typeface substitution when creating letterhead 
templates.
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Measurements, Type Styles and Color

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS INC.
200 Public Square, Suite 3300, Cleveland, OH 44114-2544

3/8" 

3/8" 

27/32" 
2-3/32" 

1-13/16" 

Corporate name  
7/9.5 Swiss 721 Medium, PMS 294

Address 7/8.5 Swiss 721 Light, PMS 294

CORPORATE ENVELOPE
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EMPLOYEE NAME
Employee Position Title
P 216.123.4567   M 216.123.4567   
employee.name@clevelandcliffs.com

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS INC.
200 Public Square, Suite 3300, Cleveland, OH 44114-2544
P 216.694.5700   clevelandcliffs.com

2" 

Name 10 Arial Bold

Title and contact information 10 Arial

Corporate name 10 Arial Bold

Address and contact information 10 Arial

One space between Cliffs logo and employee name

One space between employee name and address

RGB Color

106/127/16

RGB Color

0/52/120

CORPORATE E-MAIL SIGNATURE
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For the purposes of identity applications such as business 
card, letterhead, envelope and email signature, the 
corporate name “Cleveland-Cliffs Inc.” must appear above 
the wholly-owned subsidiary’s name, in bold, as shown on 
the next page.

 

WHOLLY-OWNED SUBSIDIARIES
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EMPLOYEE NAME
Employee Position Title
P 216.123.4567   M 216.123.4567   F 216.123.4567
employee.name@clevelandcliffs.com

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS INC.
Name of Wholly-Owned Subsidiary
1234 Main Street, City, State 12345-6789
P 216.123.4567   F 216.123.4567   clevelandcliffs.com

1/4" 

1/4" 

1/4" 

1/4" 

1" 

1-19/32" 

11/16" 

43/64" 

Measurements

EMPLOYEE NAME
Employee Position Title
P 216.123.4567   M 216.123.4567   F 216.123.4567
employee.name@clevelandcliffs.com

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS INC.
Name of Wholly-Owned Subsidiary
1234 Main Street, City, State 12345-6789
P 216.123.4567   F 216.123.4567   clevelandcliffs.com

Type Styles

Name 7/8.5 Swiss 721 Medium

Title and contact information

 7/8.5 Swiss 721 Light

Corporate name 7/8.5 Swiss 721 Medium

Address and contact information

7/8.5 Swiss 721 Light

WHOLLY-OWNED SUBSIDIARIES BUSINESS CARD

EMPLOYEE NAME
Employee Position Title
P 216.123.4567   M 216.123.4567   F 216.123.4567
employee.name@clevelandcliffs.com

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS INC.
Name of Wholly-Owned Subsidiary
1234 Main Street, City, State 12345-6789
P 216.123.4567   F 216.123.4567   clevelandcliffs.com

Color

PMS 7496

PMS 294

Specifications for single-language cards are below.  If a 
bilingual card is needed by an employee, a two-sided design 
is recommended, following the design as closely as allowed by 
secondary language requirements.
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Month 00, 20XX

Name 
Title 
Company name 
1234 Main Avenue, Suite 0000 
City, State 12345

Name,

Ex etum vulluptat. Ut lore magna augiam, commy nullaore dolore min vendion ullaorero dolore dolore del 
etuerit illuptat lorper adignim exeril utpat lut la feu feugiam quat dio et vero odolumm odolessi blaoreet, 
conse autat nibh el dolore magnim delit el incilit nulputpat lan hendrer aessissi esto odiamco nsectem 
inciduipsum dit, sum in venit lan vulput la commolu ptatummy nisit, se dipsusto odoloreet velent at. Ut alis 
niam, con hent ing ex ea feum dunt nosto od diam, quisi exero con euissi. 
 
Giam irit lumsan vullan ullaorp eraese coreriureet wismodit duissi te dolor aut pratem vel do odio ex eros 
accum iriure ex exerosto consequatio odignit adit aut lortissi blaor iriliquisit am quamconsed mod tat lortie 
dolobor autpat doloreril utpat. Is ero odiat la faccum irit ercipit lum velit augue con veliqui psustrud dignim 
dit nonum alismodo consectem vel ullaor si. 
 
Lissi enim eugiam elisi bla faciduis alit alit, consequ issequi ercidunt lore cortie magnisc ilisim vulpute 
molor sectem ilit, velit, consenim endit adiamco nsectet la faccumsan voloreet, commod magna alit do 
dolenim ver inibh ex el dionum zzriliqui et am ip ea con ex eugait ad miniamc onsequisim quismod dip 
exero del iriurem dolobor sed ercilla facil duisci te tie del eugait ad tis nulland ionulput auguercidunt wiscin 
veliquisi. 
 
Adio dolore verci blan eu faci blaor se magnisi tatio od tem alisis ea alit vulput ullan ea aci bla ver alit, 
vulput alit adion velisi tionsecte exero conullamet nim velesto eniat. Elit, con volobor eraestio eum iril-
laoreet esectet nullaor erostio el dui eraessi.

Regards, 
 
 
Name 
Title

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS INC.
Name of Wholly-Owned Subsidiary
1234 Main Street, City, State 12345-6789
P 216.123.4567   F 216.123.4567   clevelandcliffs.com

13/16" 

1" 

1/2" 

3-31/32" 

1" 

1-11/32" 

Measurements, Type Styles and Color

Corporate name  
7/9.5 Swiss 721 Medium, PMS 294

Address and contact information

7/8.5 Swiss 721 Light, PMS 294

Body of letter 10/14 Arial

2-1/2" 

WHOLLY-OWNED SUBSIDIARIES LETTERHEAD

Note: If you do not have Swiss font suite, Arial can be used as a typeface substitution when creating letterhead 
templates.
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Measurements, Type Styles and Color

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS INC.
Name of Wholly-Owned Subsidiary
1234 Main Street, City, State 12345-6789

3/8" 

3/8" 

27/32" 
2-3/32" 

1-13/16" 

Corporate name  
7/9.5 Swiss 721 Medium, PMS 294

Address 7/8.5 Swiss 721 Light, PMS 294

WHOLLY-OWNED SUBSIDIARIES ENVELOPE
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EMPLOYEE NAME
Employee Position Title
P 216.123.4567   M 216.123.4567   
employee.name@clevelandcliffs.com

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS INC.
Name of Wholly-Owned Subsidiary
1234 Main Street, City, State 12345-6789
P 216.123.4567   F 216.123.4567   clevelandcliffs.com

2”

Name 10 Arial Bold

Title and contact information 10 Arial

Corporate name 10 Arial Bold

Address and contact information 10 Arial

One space between Cliffs logo and employee name

One space between employee name and address

RGB Color

106/127/16

RGB Color

0/52/120

WHOLLY-OWNED SUBSIDIARIES E-MAIL SIGNATURE
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For purposes of identity applications such as business 
card, letterhead, envelope, and email signature with 
respect to operations that are managed by Cliffs but are 
not wholly owned, the Cliffs logo shall be used, but the  
Company name “Cleveland-Cliffs Inc.” shall not appear. 

MANAGED BY CLIFFS 
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EMPLOYEE NAME
Employee Position Title
P 216.123.4567   M 216.123.4567   F 216.123.4567
employee.name@clevelandcliffs.com

OPERATION NAME
Managed by Name of Company 
1234 Main Street, City, State 12345-6789
P 216.123.4567   F 216.123.4567   clevelandcliffs.com

1/4" 

1/4" 

1/4" 

1/4" 

1" 

1-19/32" 

11/16" 

43/64" 

Measurements

EMPLOYEE NAME
Employee Position Title
P 216.123.4567   M 216.123.4567   F 216.123.4567
employee.name@clevelandcliffs.com

OPERATION NAME
Managed by Name of Company 
1234 Main Street, City, State 12345-6789
P 216.123.4567   F 216.123.4567   clevelandcliffs.com

Type Styles

Name 7/8.5 Swiss 721 Medium

Title and contact information

 7/8.5 Swiss 721 Light

Corporate name 7/8.5 Swiss 721 Medium

Address and contact information

7/8.5 Swiss 721 Light

MANAGED BY CLIFFS BUSINESS CARD

EMPLOYEE NAME
Employee Position Title
P 216.123.4567   M 216.123.4567   F 216.123.4567
employee.name@clevelandcliffs.com

OPERATION NAME
Managed by Name of Company 
1234 Main Street, City, State 12345-6789
P 216.123.4567   F 216.123.4567   clevelandcliffs.com

Color

PMS 7496

PMS 294
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Month 00, 20XX

Name 
Title 
Company name 
1234 Main Avenue, Suite 0000 
City, State 12345

Name,

Ex etum vulluptat. Ut lore magna augiam, commy nullaore dolore min vendion ullaorero dolore dolore del 
etuerit illuptat lorper adignim exeril utpat lut la feu feugiam quat dio et vero odolumm odolessi blaoreet, 
conse autat nibh el dolore magnim delit el incilit nulputpat lan hendrer aessissi esto odiamco nsectem 
inciduipsum dit, sum in venit lan vulput la commolu ptatummy nisit, se dipsusto odoloreet velent at. Ut alis 
niam, con hent ing ex ea feum dunt nosto od diam, quisi exero con euissi. 
 
Giam irit lumsan vullan ullaorp eraese coreriureet wismodit duissi te dolor aut pratem vel do odio ex eros 
accum iriure ex exerosto consequatio odignit adit aut lortissi blaor iriliquisit am quamconsed mod tat lortie 
dolobor autpat doloreril utpat. Is ero odiat la faccum irit ercipit lum velit augue con veliqui psustrud dignim 
dit nonum alismodo consectem vel ullaor si. 
 
Lissi enim eugiam elisi bla faciduis alit alit, consequ issequi ercidunt lore cortie magnisc ilisim vulpute 
molor sectem ilit, velit, consenim endit adiamco nsectet la faccumsan voloreet, commod magna alit do 
dolenim ver inibh ex el dionum zzriliqui et am ip ea con ex eugait ad miniamc onsequisim quismod dip 
exero del iriurem dolobor sed ercilla facil duisci te tie del eugait ad tis nulland ionulput auguercidunt wiscin 
veliquisi. 
 
Adio dolore verci blan eu faci blaor se magnisi tatio od tem alisis ea alit vulput ullan ea aci bla ver alit, 
vulput alit adion velisi tionsecte exero conullamet nim velesto eniat. Elit, con volobor eraestio eum iril-
laoreet esectet nullaor erostio el dui eraessi.

Regards, 
 
 
Name 
Title

OPERATION NAME
Managed by Name of Company 
1234 Main Street, City, State 12345-6789
P 216.123.4567   F 216.123.4567   clevelandcliffs.com

13/16" 

1" 

1/2" 

3-31/32" 

1" 

1-11/32" 

Measurements, Type Styles and Color

Corporate name  
7/9.5 Swiss 721 Medium, PMS 294

Address and contact information

7/8.5 Swiss 721 Light, PMS 294

Body of letter 10/14 Airal

2-1/2" 

MANAGED BY CLIFFS LETTERHEAD

Note: If you do not have Swiss font suite, Arial can be used as a typeface substitution when creating letterhead 
templates.
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Measurements, Type Styles and Color

OPERATION NAME
Managed by Name of Company 
1234 Main Street, City, State 12345-6789

3/8" 

3/8" 

27/32" 
2-3/32" 

1-13/16" 

Corporate name  
7/9.5 Swiss 721 Medium, PMS 294

Address 7/8.5 Swiss 721 Light, PMS 294

MANAGED BY CLIFFS ENVELOPE
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EMPLOYEE NAME
Employee Position Title
P 216.123.4567   M 216.123.4567   
employee.name@clevelandcliffs.com

OPERATION NAME
Managed by Name of Company 
1234 Main Street, City, State 12345-6789
P 216.123.4567   F 216.123.4567   clevelandcliffs.com

2" 

Name 10 Arial Bold

Title and contact information 10 Arial

Corporate name 10 Arial Bold

Address and contact information 10 Arial

One space between Cliffs logo and employee name

One space between employee name and address

RGB Color

106/127/16

RGB Color

0/52/120

MANAGED BY CLIFFS EMAIL SIGNATURE



SIGNAGE

Wholly-Owned Subsidiaries
Managed by Cliffs

C L E V E L A N D - C L I F F S   l   B R A N D  I D E N T I T Y  S T A N D A R D S
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Signs provide an excellent opportunity to make a  
positive brand statement to customers and other visitors. 
Our signs can have many functions, from site identification 
to directional information, but they always should 
communicate the Cliffs name and present the image of 
a unified world-class company. An important element in 
conveying this image is to keep signs free of non-essential 
visual elements that conflict with the Cliffs name and the 
primary purpose of the sign.

The Cliffs signage system is designed to allow sufficient 
flexibility to accommodate varied requirements for 
interior and exterior signs while maintaining the integrity 
of the brand. The examples shown may not address 
every situation, but they will be helpful in the selection of 
appropriate signage.

When hiring sign fabricators, verify that they are reputable 
contractors. Signage vendors must comply with all 
applicable sign codes and submit applications for permits 
and respective submittals to local building and planning 
authorities. In the U.S., all signs must comply with the 
Americans with Disabilities Act.

For signage applications not covered by these guidelines, 
assistance working with sign fabricators, or if you have 
questions about the signage system, please contact  
Corporate Communications.

SIGNAGE OVERVIEW
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WHOLLY-OWNED SIGNAGE

Subsidiary Name

8'6" 

9'

6'8" 

Exterior Main Entrance

   Subsidiary Name

  Shipping & Receiving 

6' 

Exterior Wayfinding

6'

Subsidiary Name

Operations Office

2'6" 

2'6" 

Exterior Building

Subsidiary Name

2'6" 

2'6" 

Interior Wayfinding
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MANAGED BY SIGNAGE

Joint Venture Partners
Managing Agent

8'6" 

9'

Exterior Main Entrance

Shipping & Receiving

6' 

Exterior Wayfinding

6'

Operations Office

2'6" 

2'6" 

Exterior Building

  Restrooms 
  Break Room 

2'6" 

2'6" 

Interior Wayfinding

OPERATION 
NAME

OPERATION 
NAME

OPERATION
NAME

OPERATION
NAME



IDENTITY APPLICATIONS

Brand Store (Apparel)
 Hat
 Shirt
 Pullover 

Brand Store (Specialty Items)
 Notepad
 Mug
 Pen

C L E V E L A N D - C L I F F S   l   B R A N D  I D E N T I T Y  S T A N D A R D S
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Cliffs’ Brand Store offers a variety of merchandise that can 
be branded Cliffs. As with all Cliffs marketing materials, the 
design should incorporate plenty of free space and allow 
for the logo to be displayed clearly and prominently. 

If you have any questions about logo usage or  
messaging on merchandising items, please contact  
Corporate Communications.

BRAND STORE

Hat

Knit Fleece PulloverShirt

Logo Reversed Out of Black

Note:  This is one basic option. You can 
choose to use different hat colors. Color 
Cliffs logo used only on white hat.

Logo Reversed 
Out of Blue

Use of  
2-color Logo on 

White Shirt
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BRAND STORE

Notepad

Mug

Pen

Logo

Logo Embossed or  
Printed on Cover

Logo



CLEVELAND-CLIFFS INC.
200 Public Square, Suite 3300, Cleveland, OH 44114-2544

P 216.694.5700   clevelandcliffs.com


